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MARX-ENGELS-FORUM

It is certainly not without irony, that 20 years after the reunification and 30 years of urban debate about the critical reconstruction of the historic center of Berlin, the very center of the city is 
still awaiting a new definition, its proper integration into the new self-image of a reunited city.

Unlike other sites in the historic center of Berlin, this area, which even lost its proper address after the reunification, is in fact not haphazardly left empty.
Its current shape is not the result of unfinished surroundings or willfully interrupted ensembles, as there were so many to be found in Berlin due to the border strip of the wall.

The vast open space in front of the town hall of Berlin, office of the Governing Mayor, comprises an 8 ha tract of land stretching from Alexanderplatz in the East to the Spree River in the 
West. It was implemented as the monumental central representative space of the State of the German Democratic Republic. The foundations of the earliest and oldest parts of Berlin are 
buried under this rollled out tableau. A  sequence of three open spaces with the Palace of the Republic on one side and the TV-tower at the other end was meant to symbolize the balance 
of powers and identity of this now gone state. The TV-tower overlooked the city like a never sleeping and ever monitoring one-eyed Cyclops.

With the foreign ministry demolished in 1991 and the concluded deconstruction of the Palace of the Republic in 2008, the space has lost its major “figures on the chessboard” and iin-
stead s currently functioning as a sensible vacuum waiting to be filled with ideas. The main buildings that represent the new Federal State of Germany -the Reichstag, the Chancellery and 
the facilities for the deputies- have been successfully implemented further to the west, near the Brandenburg Gate. This highly formal ensemble symbollizes now the hopes and aspirations 
of a finally reunited city and state by bridging the River twice, thus buckling the two halfs of the once separated city together in one vigorous gesture.

When the decision of the Federal Government fell in 1996, to reconstruct the castle, the former palace and residence of the Prussian kings and emperors, which used to exist on the site 
of the former Palace of the Republic from the beginning of the city until its demolition in 1951 by order of Wallter Ulbricht, it became obvious even to those with the least interest in urban 
design questions, that the site once again had moved into a political sphere. The result of the competition, finally launched in 2008 after years of public debate, held no surprises. The win-
ning scheme of Italian architect Franco Stella, represents a sophisticated mélange of elements of a reconstructed palace, new interiors and new building additions.

With the certainty that the new/old palace is going to be erected some time soon, the situation for the former Marx-Engels-Forum will change fundamentally and inevitably.
Like wrestlers facing each other before the fight begins, the palace in the west and the TV-tower in the east eye contact each other from a respectful distance but certainly not without a 
provocative attitude.

While the Senate of Berlin had decided that there is no pressing reason to debate the future of the Marx-Engels-Forum which is currently designated as a public open space, the media 
interest in the future of this space and its role as the true center of the city of Berlin, not the German state, starts growing and revealing the taboos related to the site.
We took on the challenge during the summer course, to fill this mental and physical gap with our thoughts and proposals in order to help steering the debate about the site into productive 
and, above all, objective directions. It was not a little task, we have been undertaking.
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ANALOGY

In order to get a sense of the proportion of the Marx-Engels-Forum and its surroundings, its scale in relationship to the rest of the city we started, after 2 intense weeks of bicycling the city 
and presentations on the history of the city, with a straightforward exercise.

We looked for analogous situations and compared them 1:1 to our site which helped us to focus our conversation.

Due to the loaded history of the site, the selection of analogous cities /situations was in itself a crucial component of the conceptual phase.

• The site of the current Marx-Engels-Forum emerged as and was continuously considered the center of civic Berlin, not as the center of the feudal court.
• The now frozen still underlying footprint is the footprint of the medieval city that was about to be transformed in the 1930´s ( Townhall, Alexanderplatz, Leipziger Strasse). Only one build-

ing, the oldest church of Berlin, survived the demolition process of the 1930, 1945 and 1950s
• The typical elements of a European city center are enclosed decorative squares and streets aligned by mix-used buildings, sometimes of intimate scale, sometimes architecturally unified.
• The typical elements of cities transformed under Socialist stipulations are wide monumental spaces, useable for parades and mass events
• The typical elements of cities which are national capitals are iconic spaces and buildings, unique and memorable, used both by tourists and locals, enhancing the civic pride of all the 

inhabitants. 

     Ancient Democratic Spaces      German Medieval City Centers, transformed     Absolutistic Spaces, transformed

     The Agora in Athens       Cologne Hamburg         The Champ de Mars, Paris     
     The Forums in Rome      Munich Frankfurt/Main        The Red Square, Moscow      
                      Tienanman Square, Beijing

     Modern Democratic Spaces     The perfected European space       Successful spaces in Berlin

     The Mall, Washington DC      Piazza San Marco, Venice        Gendarmenmarkt
     Central Park, New York City     Piazza Navona, Rome         Helmholzplatz                     
     Brasilia         St.Peter´s square, Rome        Hacke´scher Markt  
     Chandigarh                    Parks in Berlin

COMPARABILITY

After deciding which analogies to pick, we overlaid on the site. This provided surprising spatial and dimensional insights and helped to clarify the urban scale and task. It also helped to predict the type of 
environment linked to the image.

CONVERGENCY

 ( latin convergere to tend towards, to approximate) 

By actually superimposing our found analogies to our respective site something miraculous happened. The site transformed into an abstract and elevated frame within the city, and could 
be discussed with diagrammatic simplicity while not eliminating its complex nature.

The analogy served like a short cut / fast track to the problem.

The transformation of the existing became reasonable and manageable without neglecting the existing conditions. In fact, the existing buildings and the street grid seem to call for a more 
responsive context in order to reveal their full architectural and urban qualities. 

When eventually adapting the respective morphologies, we nevertheless tried to keep the integrity of the original as much as possible. We learnt not only a lot about the inherent properties 
of the precedents but also how one could reference urban form almost in a similar way one would reference architectural archetypes in a design.

The results of the actual design workshop ( less than 4 weeks) represent an abstract dimension of possible urban design concepts without confusing or intimidating the viewer with the 
overriding dominance of authorship as the driving force behind the individual design projects. 

The site which had been developed over the past 60 years under different political premises, needs to be rediscovered by the Berliners, since it is the civic center of the reunited Berlin. 
Change is inevitable.
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Central Park
New York City, NY

343 Hectares
1859

It contains several natural-looking lakes and ponds, extensive walking 
tracks, two ice-skating rinks (one of which is a swimming pool in July and 
August), the Central Park Zoo, the Central Park Conservatory Garden, a 
wildlife sanctuary, a large area of natural woods, a reservoir with an encir-
cling running track, and the outdoor Delacorte Theater which hosts the 
“Shakespeare in the Park” summer festivals.  The most influential innova-
tions  were the “separate circulation systems” for pedestrians, horseback 
riders, and pleasure vehicles. The “crosstown” commercial traffic was 
entirely concealed in sunken roadways screened with densely planted 
shrub belts, so as not to disturb the impression of a rustic scene.

Founded 1968

It is the location of Boston City Hall, two Suffolk County courthouses, two state office buildings, and two federal office buildings, a major MBTA subway interchange station, 
and City Hall Plaza, a large open square used for large outdoor community events, including free concerts in the summer and a large Santa’s-workshop display in the 
winter.  Formerly Scollay Square, the construction of Government Center destroyed 1000 builds and displaced 20,000 residents. 

Founded 1847

In 1686 Bryant Park is designated as public land.  The first park at this site opened in 1847 as Reservoir Square.  The park was re-designed in 1933-1934 as a Great Depres-
sion public works project under Robert Moses, featuring a great lawn, hedges and later an iron fence. By the 1970s Bryant Park had been taken over by drug dealers, 
prostitutes and the homeless, The new Park opened in 1992 with a Parisian feel, an English style perennial border garden, seating for up to 3,000, free wifi and two restau-
rants.  

20.2 Hectares
Founded 1634, Park Status 1830

Founded as a pasture for the citizens of Boston, from 1634 to the 1760s the Commons served as cattle grazing lands.  Before and during the Revolutionary War it was used 
as a camp for British Soldiers.  In 1830 it gained true park status when grazing on the Commons was outlawed and an ornamental fence surrounding the Commons was 
erected.  Today the Common serves as a public park for all to use for formal or informal gatherings. Events such as concerts, protests, softball games, and ice skating (on 
Frog Pond) often take place in the park.

Central Park, Manhattan NYC Bryant Park, Manhattan NYC Bryant ParkGovernment Center, Boston

 The Commons, Boston

 The Mall, Washington DC with superimposed Marx_Engels-Forum
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Berlin Forum for a Democratic Space

The Berlin Forum for a Democratic Space proposes that the site be transformed into a public 
boulevard containing a monumental green space lined with civic solitary buildings. A lawn, 
beginning at the base of the TV Tower’s fountains and extending to the Spree would connect 
the Schloss to the TV Tower, bridging a historical and social void currently fostered by the 
Marx Engels Forum. The lawn would be flanked by pedestrian circulation and seating, then a 
row of paired trees, and finally a larger path enabling higher speed circulation to allow for the 
movement of bicycles.
 
Bordering the green space are plots for seven solitaires. A solitaire is to fit into each plot. 
Each solitaire must abide by zoning laws which maximize the building envelope to a height of 
22 meters, a length of 56 meters and a width of 32 meters. The dimensions are adopted and 
appropriated from the Altes Museum due to the building’s semiotic association with the pub-
lic domain. The plot cannot be fenced. Landscaping decisions within the plot must have the 
public’s best interest in mind. The program for each building remains open. The only criteria 
are that the program must meet the present and future needs of the city’s inhabitants and 
that the space must be entrusted and owned by the people of Berlin. Potential uses could be 
a center for information or a museum of social and cultural significance.

In many ways this is more a master planning proposal than an architectural submission. 
The forum is expected to be developed in phases. Buildings will be constructed only when 
the city deems it necessary to fulfill a void in the social or cultural fabric. Until developed the 
plots will remain open green space, similar to the project which is currently occupying the 
site of the proposed Schloss. The buildings I have designed for the site use the language 
of public space to convey the possible program to the public. Conforming to the set zoning 
regulations, buildings are designed to respond to their surroundings. For example, the build-
ing adjacent to the Rathaus has a large cantilever, under which a public space is created for 
the Rathaus and the building itself, while at the same time directly linking the Rathaus to the 
public greenway.



AUGMENTED REALITY

 

A good portion of our energy during the design workshop went into testing and implementing the right media to express our intentions for the site, to actually visualize our thoughts at a 
very early stage. 

Although we have both a lot of standard and sophisticated tools in the meanwhile to communicate complex issues such as an urban plan or strategy, it is rather difficult to synchronize 
those tools with the pace of the actual planning process. 

We were supported by Dagmar Jacobsen and Dirk Kiefer, alias film production Berlin, whose intention it had been to make us familiar with applications used in film and communication de-
vices. Dagmar Jacobsen also organized a film seminar for us, focusing on Berlin movies and the techniques used by film directors to intensify the symbolic qualities of a place through their 
film settings and the blend of different realities.

Berlin, being one of the first film production cities ever, certainly incorporated the possibilities and potentials of this medium into its early modern architecture: from Erich Mendelsohn´s Ein-
stein Tower, Mies van der Rohe´s unbuilt glass tower to the light architecture for the cinemas and the traffic concepts for Alexanderplatz and Potsdamer Platz by Martin Wagner. 

Through technical progress in digital media, Internet and endless possibilities of the computers, the making of architectural designs and actual architecture has changed profoundly in the 
past 20 years as has the making of films. Architects use 3D rendering programs and film makers use digital models and photoshop. The availability of Google Earth maps meant another 
acceleration in representing. Video clips, U Tube and other applications have extended the public space into the private realm and vice versa. The real and the staged began to blur, the 
private and the public in the city have no ancestral physical place any longer.

In the summer course we were keen in techniques that would allow us to blend reality with the intended - what we called 4 D representations- beyond photography. We tested collages, 
physical models, photoshop simulations and film clips and had finally to surrender our ambitions to the technical limitations and to- above everything else - time.

We kept our energies focused on the most pressing question related to the site. Is it conceivable to implement new structures to the place ? If yes, is it conceivable and potentially a positive 
outlook to leave the historic footprint behind ?
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MODEL

The traditional physical model provided fast manipulability, a essential tool for testing the physical impact of any design pro-
posal

PHOTOSHOP

In combination with our urban form analogies we overlaid scenarios of buildings we thought would produce a successful envi-
ronment and public space. Thus we were able to test a good match with the existing before actually designing the buildings.

RENDERINGS

The actual rendering process is still the most time consuming and most difficult part to be integrated in the conceptual phase 
of an urban design scheme. Some groups ended up with some beautiful, detailed yet “traditional” architectural renderings of 
their buildings but we just begun to touch the possibilities of intentionally abstracted and manipulated imagery through which 
intended themes might come to the foreground.

The traditional figure- ground plan held a fresh dimension for us. 

The dimensions of the space were difficult to depict and provided no real insights. The entire site site is too wide to be foto-
graphed, the view from the TV tower provided ia view of how the site connected with the larger context of the city, but the link 
could not be captured by a photo. But the site had to be understood in its larger context, its meaning had to be seen in rela-
tion to the larger scale of the city. Interventions such as the Federal District, the historic cultural mile along Unter den Linden, 
the imprssive Karl-Marx-Allee ending in the new Alexanderplatz surrounded by a mass of tall tower buildings.

The old city grid was used for the placement of the buildings and the gaps between the 
blocks are a result of the prior city model. The old city structure is used as an aid in the revival 
for the movement from north to south and vice-versa.

The intention of these blocks is mixed use, commercial ground floor and residential above. 
The model is designed to be flexible from block to block, responding appropriately to the 
designated program, but should not exceed the typical Berlin block type, which is 22 meters. 
In front of these blocks we proposed Pavilions that would share borders with the new park. 
Their height would be 12 meters. The intended use is semi-public, which could be used as 
offices, ateliers, café’s and restaurants. Parts of the structures would be built similar to that 
of conservatory or greenhouse, easily adjusted in response to seasonal and temperature 
change. The buildings would be sealed in the winter and provide necessary light and warmth 
These semi-public winter gardens, with greenhouse type facades, could house all species of 

SITE

The location of the site is situated at the historical city center of Berlin. The Spree River bor-
ders it southwest. The former city castle previously stood opposite, which was destroyed 
during WW2. It was then replaced by the GDR’s Palast de Republik, which after the reuni-
fication of Berlin was also torn down. Currently a large void is what remains. It is to be filled 
with a contemporary replication / interpretation of the Stadtschloss. Karl-Liebknecht-Strasse 
makes the Northwestern edge of the space. The northeast of the site is bordered by the U-
bahn-station Alexanderplatz, and at the southeast by the Rathausstrasse.

It includes the Marx-Engels-Forum, the Rathaus-Forum and the area around the base of the 
TV tower. The TV tower at Alexanderplatz is second in height in the European Union, standing 
at 368 meters.  Built in 1969, it is visible throughout most of the central districts of Berlin.

 After Berlin has been destroyed during WWII, which was then followed with the Blasting Op-
eration by the GDR. basically nothing of the old city structure was left on the site, except the 
St. Marien Church. The density, which kept the city center alive, was no longer there. Today, 
20 years after the fall of the Berlin Wall, not much has changed. The primary focus has been 
on developing the surrounding areas with the construction of huge building complexes, like 
Galleria Kaufhof, Alexa and the Aqua Dome.
 
Public space surrounding the site is varied and plenty with distinctive qualities. There is Alex-
anderplatz, the Lustgarten in front of Altes Museum, Monbijoupark next to Hackescher Markt, 
the Schinkelplatz, Bebelplatz, Gendarmenmarkt, the area around Fischerinsel, the future 
Stadtschloßplatz, and also, not far from the site, the Tiergarten. Considering its context, the 
question of whether or not the Marx-Engels-Forum, and Rathausforum should remain, as an 
open public space is valid.

CONCEPT

When comparing the density before WWII and today, the clear indication is that the propor-
tions between houses and public outdoor space are out of scale. The site, sized at 620 by 
215 meters, could be read as a giant hole in Berlins City Center.  Densification of the site 
could revive the area, which is underutilized and dead at the moment. It could also link its 
fragmented surroundings, and function as a tool that reunifies the spaces.

With the intention of repopulating the area while simultaneously maintaining an urban pub-
lic outdoor space, a model of the area surrounding the Eiffel tower in Paris was used for the 
comparison. 

The site shares some remarkable parallels to that in Paris. The typologies are similar; in Paris 

there is the Trocadero on the other side of the Seine. In Berlin adjacent to the Spree there will 
stand the reconstructed Castle. The landmark of the Eiffel tower can be compared to the TV 
tower, as far as its role in the urban landscape and the audience that it attracts.

The Paris space is successfully responding to the city needs as well as that of its citizens. 
Our intention was to use this model to inform the design decisions for the site. In Paris, the 
borders of the Park are clearly defined; there exists one row of residential blocks on each 
side. Another row of smaller city villas have been built in front of the buildings facing toward 
the park. In regards to the contrasting scale, (the Berlin site is quite smaller), we modified the 
buildings, in order to address the scale issues appropriately. 

In our iteration, block structures are used to define the two boulevards, Karl-Liebknecht-
Strasse and Rathausstrasse.

plants, and keep them thriving all seasons. For the city is indeed “green”, in that there is large 
assortment of public green space, but is under-utilized due to cold temperatures, and shorter 
days. In order to attract citizens from the rest of Berlin, it is critical that the site offer some-
thing to the rest of city.
 
In front of the town hall the primary row of block structure is taken out in response to the pro-
grammatic space needed for the town hall. Here we inserted a market hall, which would line 
up with the Pavilions and give the town hall and much needed square.

The current landscape on the site is similarly intended to be looked at, and appreciated from, 
the tower looking down. Unfortunately the current design is only nice from a distance. Up 
close, the large geometric beds are poorly maintained. The plants are sick; the beds collect 
garbage and smell of urine. Quite the contrary is true in Paris. The geometric fountains at 

the base are the only part of the Forum that are appropriately utilized, for this reason we pre-
served the fountains, and renovated the encompassing design to invite a broader variety of 
people.

The landscape scheme is a contemporary play on the maticulate “broideries” and architec-
tural gardens of France; it seemed an appropriate formal response to the castle. The geom-
etry and scale is intentionally distorted in order to set up new program open for interpretation, 
mixed use and most importantly, in response to the history of the site, unperscribed. It was 
our intention to create a landscape that can be utilized in variety of ways. In contrast to the 
Parisian precedent we ignored the axis between the TV tower and the castle, the relastion-
ship between the two contradictory landmarks is one that cannot be disguised.  

ELLEN UNDERWOOD  HAGEN SCHMIDT
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atmospheric derivation of the pre-war condition in terms of its density and materiality. This 
transition is taking place in the scale of the block, the scale of the lots and the scale of the new 
buildings. A typological study for the formal syntactic process of structure, block and building 
directed the project using precedences. The pre-war blocks consisted of a closed street front 
and several courtyards which often contained manufacturing workshops and lower class hous-
ing. This condition has also changed over time. There is no necessity anymore to structure the 
block to an enclosed network of substructures and layers of privacy. The new block is rather 
like the typical Midtown Manhattan block; four street fronts and one courtyard. The position of 
the Marienkirche and the few remaining artifacts and the depth of the new block set the initial 
division of the site. Each block is essentially built as two large and representative town houses 
with offices, retail and housing. The north and the south rows are essentially symmetric off of 
the central Boulevard. The south row has an absent block in front of the city hall, to respond to 
the significance of program and place. The façade opposite the city hall is tracing the extension 
of the south façade of the Stadtschloss and brings it in front of the city hall; superimposing the 
presence of the monarchic history and the democratic presence. The opposite block contains 
municipal functions and a new museum.

The western zone is in esence a structure completing the block structure along the river and 
is mainly informed by the historical footprint. The blocks are subdivided into smaller lots and 
therefore consist of smaller townhouses of the size of the historic buildings. The scape of the 
Boulevard of the eastern zone is narrowed down to a typical street.

The museum on the south row of the eastern zone is the new cultural epicenter of the site. It 
serves as a private contemporary art museum, providing space for the Flick Collection. The 
conceptual figuration is an assemblage of 22 stacked galleries, arranged in a 3 x 3 cubes ar-
ray in three layers,. The in between voids are opening the building to its context. This porosity 
allows the infiltration with natural light and views from the inside thus anchoring the building in 
the city.  

New Museum Glallery and CafePerspective over the Boulevard towards the New MuseumPerspective of the New Market

CONCEPT
This condition is the background of the reconsideration of the meaning and spatial articulation 
of this significant site. Demonstrations in a democratic society were always taken to the streets 
while totalitarian regimes orchestrated parades on therefore made spaces; an image of power, 
obeisance and unity. 

This consideration is the reason the reintroduce density in form of built substance. The pro-
posal reoccupies the site with an urban center. Recognizing and maintaining the historical 
artifacts; the proposal is defining a clear hierarchy. The site is divided into two major zones; an 
east and west zone. The eastern zone is framed by the Bahnhof Alexanderplatz, the high rise 
buildings on the north perimeter at Karl-Liebknecht Strasse, Spandauer Strasse on the west 
and the Rathausstrasse with the Rotes Rathhaus and the high rise building on the south. The 
western zone is framed by the rebuilt Berliner Schloss on the west, the Nicoleiviertel on the 
south, Spandauer Strasse on the east and the Dom-Aquaree on the north.

PROPOSAL
The built structure provides two urban and atmospheric conditions.  The eastern zone has an 
east-west orientation, informed by the framing buildings to the north and south on the field 
between the TV Tower and the Berliner Stadtschloss. This structure forms an in-set frame of 
a narrowed Boulevard in the center of the Eastern zone. The inset frame is reintroducing an 
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